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[ London, City of London, Notting Hill, Camdem] , tube full system It is laminated and durable will

make you like a resident. detailed streets of downtown the map also includes a complete tube Map,

Landmarks Museums, points of interest, and getting to and from the city s airports. Olympic Park

map bonus Who we are A project started in Winter 2009 by group of designers, a creative from

Venice who has already signed works for various international brands and sales people with

experience in retail, analyzing the trends and sales request. The maps created a new style, a

unique product, conceived for giving a new kind of guide to business people, students, tourists and

new residents. The graphic is very clean, the subways lines are embedded with the the streets for

an easy navigation. The landmarks are highlighted. Please check our eBay store at masters to see

feedback It has become the best seller in New York and Washington DC stores for 2 years in a row

Retail is $4.90 Available in pocket size soon Don't waste energy and time using a gps phone with

small screen that take forever to load where to go and present the Empire State Building same

importance as next door Nail Salon We have NYC, Washington DC map Made in USA UV

lamination Money-back satisfaction guarantee
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more than 300 stores in nyc and 50 in washington dc carry our maps --stores

This is a fold out guide and map of the city and indicates where the Tube locations are. This is great

when trying to figure out which stop to get off. It's sturdy and pocket size.



Good for Trip planning

Was helpful in getting around. Underground spots were marked, but a few times they weren't

necessarily obvious on the map. Check the route lines in the tube to be a little clearer, then check

the map to see where the stops actually are geographically. The tube maps don't really let you know

how far or close to your destination you might be, and in those instances this map was Very Helpful.

Otherwise, nice compact size that fit in my pocket nicely. As with any compact map, sometimes the

street names were a little difficult, but overall very nice laminated map.

I primarily wanted a tube map. It turns out to be a small map on the reverse of the street map. Too

small to be of practical value. Would have to carry a magnifying glass to be useful.

Good map

I bought this product to help manoeuvre london while we there on a layover. What I liked about this

product than other ones is all the extra info about money, the tube, and landmarks. My one

complaint, and the reason I gave it four stars, is that there is not a distance key. This made it harder

for me to figure out how far one landmark was from another. Or one tube station from another.

Otherwise, this is an awesome map that could replace all your other central london maps.

I thought I was purchasing a "new" item. The one I received has quite some wear and tear on it. I

cannot read many parts of the map due to printing damaged by the fold wears. I recommend that

you run--not walk--away from this offer. And, of course, mind the gap.

I think this is the one that worked pretty well along with the free map that they gave us when we first

got on the underground - has tube stops on it I think so you can see which streets and sights are

nearby.
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